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1 Achieving One-Round Password-Based
2 Authenticated Key Exchange over Lattices
3 Zengpeng Li and Ding Wang ,Member, IEEE

4 Abstract—Password-based authenticated key exchange (PAKE) protocol, a widely used authenticationmechanism to realize secure

5 communication, allows protocol participants to establish a high-entropy session key by pre-sharing a low-entropy password. An open

6 challenge in PAKE is how to design a quantum-resistant round-optimal PAKE. To solve this challenge, lattice-based cryptography is a

7 promising candidate for post-quantum cryptography. In addition, Katz and Vaikuntanathan (ASIACRYPT’09) design the first three-round

8 PAKE protocol by leveraging the smooth projective hash function (SPHF) over lattices. Subsequently, Zhang and Yu (AISACRYPT’17)

9 optimized Katz-Vaikuntanathan’s approximate SPHF via a splittable public key encryption. They then constructed a two-round PAKE by

10 using the simulation-sound non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs, but how to construct a lattice-based simulation-sound NIZK

11 remains an open research question. In other words, how to design a one-round PAKE via an efficient lattice-based SPHF still remains

12 a challenge. In this work, we attempt to fill this gap by proposing a lattice-based SPHFwith adaptive smoothness.We then obtain a

13 one-roundPAKE protocol over lattices with rigorous security analysis by integrating the proposed SPHF into the one-round framework

14 proposed by Katz and Vaikuntananthan (TCC’11). Furthermore, we explore the possibilities of achieving two-round PAKE and universal

15 composable (UC) security from our SPHF, and show the potential application of our PAKE in Internet of Things (IoTs) where

16 communication cost is themain consideration.

17 Index Terms—Password-based authenticated key exchange, smooth projective hash function, lattice-based cryptography

Ç

18 1 INTRODUCTION

19 PASSWORD-BASED authentication still constitutes the most
20 widespread method of authentication [1], [2], especially
21 on the Internet today, e.g., [3], [4]. Password-based authenti-
22 cated key exchange (PAKE) protocol is an important crypto-
23 graphic primitive that enables two players (e.g., a client and
24 a server) to generate a high entropy session key by pre-
25 sharing a common, low-entropy password. Then, the players
26 could utilize the established session key to protect communi-
27 cations over an insecure network (see Fig. 1). Building on ear-
28 lier literatures such as the EKE (a.k.a., encrypted key
29 exchange) scheme [5] and the Bellare-Pointcheval-Rogaway
30 (BPR) model [6], the classical Kata-Ostrorsky-Yung (in short
31 KOY) framework [7] is proposed under the decisional Dif-
32 fie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. Subsequently, Gennaro and
33 Lindell (hereafter GL scheme) [8] generalized the KOY
34 scheme by introducing the smooth projective hash function
35 (SPHF) in the BPR security model. Since then, considerable
36 attention [9], [10], [11], [12] has been devoted to the develop-
37 ment of round-optimalPAKE protocols via efficientSPHFs.

38The concept of SPHF was first denoted by Cramer and
39Shoup [13]. The authors used SPHF to gain the first encryp-
40tion scheme that is indistinguishable against (adaptive) cho-
41sen ciphertext attacks (or IND-CCA2) under the DDH
42assumption in the standard model. A number of DDH-based
43or lattice-based SPHFs have been successively proposed
44(e.g., [9], [14], [15]). With these SPHFs as the building block,
45constant-round PAKE protocols (e.g., [9], [10], [12], [15]) can
46be obtained. However, most of these PAKE protocols are
47built onDDH-basedSPHFs in the group (or pair) setting.
48According to our investigation, most of the existing PAKE
49protocols (e.g., [9], [16], [17], [18]) under the GL framework
50[8] need at least three rounds, and they leverage IND-CCA2
51encryption schemes to establish a high-entropy session key.
52However, how to reduce communication rounds and relax
53the security requirement of the underlying primitives remain
54two research challenges that have yet to be resolved.
55Notably, Jiang and Gong [16] relaxed the security of GL
56framework by using the combination of an IND-CPA (indis-
57tinguishable against chosen plaintext attacks) scheme at the
58user-side and an IND-CCA2 scheme at the server-side.
59However, their PAKE protocol still needs three rounds of
60communication. In 2015, Abdalla et al. [19] improved the GL
61framework and obtained a two-round PAKE protocol
62under the DDH-based SPHF, where the client requires an
63IND-CPA-secure scheme and the server requires an indistin-
64guishable against plaintext checkable attack (IND-PCA)
65resistant scheme. Note that an IND-CCA2-secure scheme
66is equivalent to an IND-PCA-secure scheme. However,
67most of the aforementioned PAKE protocols (e.g., [16],
68[17], [18]) under the DDH assumptions are insecure in the
69coming quantum era.
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70 Motivations. In short, our main motivation is to design a
71 quantum-resistant round-optimal PAKE protocol. With
72 advances in quantum computing, quantum attacks against
73 conventional cryptographic primitives (e.g., DDH-based
74 ones) are becoming a reality. Not surprisingly, post-quan-
75 tum cryptographic primitives are receiving increased atten-
76 tion. Especially, the cryptographic primitive over lattices is
77 one popular line of research. In lattice-based cryptography,
78 theworst-case hardness of lattice assumptions (e.g., the Short
79 Integer Solution (SIS) and the Learning with Errors (LWE)
80 [25], [26]) have been demonstrated to be a great success for
81 attribute-based encryption (ABE), functional encryption
82 (FE) and fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [27], [28].
83 Accordingly, many traditional cryptographic primitives
84 have been re-constructed depending on the assumptions
85 over lattices, including lattice-based SPHF schemes and
86 PAKE protocols. In addition, there are only three lattice-
87 based SPHF constructions under the learning with errors
88 (or LWE) assumptions (i.e., [9], [14], [15]). A comparative
89 summary of lattice-based SPHFs is presented in Table 1.
90 Apparently, as shown in Table 1, it still remains an open
91 research question as to:

92 Is there any possibility for us to design a one-round
93 PAKE protocol via an efficient SPHF over lattices?

94 1.1 Our Contributions and Techniques

95 We answer the above question in the affirmative. More
96 specifically, we optimize the SPHF scheme based on
97 IND-CCA-secure Micciancio and Peikert [22] scheme by
98 leveraging the label and the deterministic rounding function
99 respectively, and then construct a one-round PAKE protocol

100 over our new optimized SPHF scheme by adopting the gen-
101 eral one-round PAKE framework of Katz and Vaikuntana-
102 than [23]. In summary, our contributions are four-fold:

103 1) Neat LWE-based approximate SPHF. Inspired by SPHF
104 of Benhamouda et al. [15] for the hash proof system,
105 we construct a word-independent approximate
106 SPHF via the Micciancio-Peikert trapdoor [22], in
107 accordance with the principle of Katz and Vaikunta-
108 nathan [9]. As our construction focuses on the practi-
109 cality and flexibility of one-round lattice-based PAKE

110protocols, we avoid the underpinning “error correct-
111ing code” (or ECC) [14]. Instead, we adopt a simple
112deterministic rounding function to obtain the estab-
113lished session key. Although the rounding function
114of Benhamouda et al. [15] is more accurate in round-
115ing the hash value, it is more complex than the deter-
116ministic rounding function [9] we use.
1172) One-round PAKE over lattices. With our new lattice-
118based approximate SPHF, we design an efficient
119one-round PAKE protocol over lattices in the stan-
120dard model, and provide a formal security analysis.
121Notably, Benhamouda et al. [29] followed Katz-
122Vaikuntananthan’s framework [23] and proposed a
123one-round PAKE protocol via trapdoor-SPHF,
124whose security relies on the DDH assumption. Zhang
125and Yu [14] proposed a two-round PAKE over
126lattices, and its main drawback is that the
127IND-CCA-secure encryption scheme depends on
128simulation-sound non-interactive zero-knowledge
129(NIZK) proofs [21]. So far, how to design the lattice-
130based simulation-sound NIZK in standard setting is
131still an open question. At PKC’18, Benhamouda
132et al. [15] demonstrated how one can obtain the one-
133round PAKE. However, how to instantiate the proto-
134col over lattices is an open question. Thus, we
135explore the potential of SPHF over lattices in this
136paper to construct a concrete one-round PAKE over
137lattices, thereby realizing the idea of Benhamouda
138et al. [15].
1393) New security bound. We employ Zipf’s law in pass-
140words [30], [31] to quantify the advantage Adv of the
141adversary (in short, Adv is representing the advan-
142tage). In other words, we assume an attacker who is
143with the advantage Adv ¼ C0 �Qð�Þs0 þ neglð�Þ can
144make at most Qð�Þ on-line guesses for the system
145security parameter � and the password space D. This
146new security bound is 3 � 4 order of magnitudemore
147accurate than the conventional uniformly-random
148security bound (i.e., Adv = Qð�Þ=jDj þ neglð�Þ) that
149has been used in the security proofs of most existing
150protocols (e.g., [14], [15], [32], [33], [34]). We then
151demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by
152evaluating a large-scale real-world dataset, compris-
153ing 524.65millionmail.163.com” passwords. Notably,
154the ‘163Mail’ is the largest mail provider in China.
1554) Some potential applications. We show that our SPHF
156can be used to design two-round and three-round
157PAKE protocols over lattices in the standard model.
158Further, one can probably extend our one-round
159PAKE to achieve universally composable security

TABLE 1
A Comparative Summary of Lattice-Based SPHF Schemesy

Scheme Building blocks SPHF models Adaptive smooth Error-correction code Round

Katz-Vaikuntanathan [9] Peikert [20] Gennaro-Lindell [8] • @ 3
Zhang-Yu [14] Peikert [20]+NIZK [21] Gennaro-Lindell [8] • @ 2
Benhamouda et al. [15] Micciancio-Peikert [22] Katz-Vaikuntanathan [23] @ • ?�

– yThe scheme in [9] builds on the work of [20], [24], while the scheme in [14] builds on the scheme of [9].
– NIZK: Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge; SPHF: Smooth Projective Hash Function.
– The symbol � implies there is no concrete PAKE construction, but it provides an interesting point to construct one-round PAKE over lattices.

Fig. 1. Password-based Authentication key exchange.
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161 scope of this paper. We also explore the applications
162 of our PAKE in Internet of Things (IoTs) inspired by
163 various applications [35].

164 2 RELATED WORK

165 Before describing our constructions, we will briefly review
166 the literatures of PAKE and SPHF.

167 2.1 PAKE

168 Three-Round PAKE. Katz, Ostrovsky, and Yung [7] proposed
169 the first three-round PAKE under DDH assumption without
170 SPHF. Two years later in 2003, Gennaro and Lindell [8]
171 extended the Katz-Ostrovsky-Yung scheme using SPHF on
172 a labeled IND-CCA-secure PKE scheme. In the following
173 year, Jiang and Gong [16] relaxed the security of Gennaro-
174 Lindell framework using random oracles. In this setting, an
175 IND-CPA-secure scheme can satisfy the requirements of the
176 client, but the server still requires an IND-CCA2-secure
177 scheme to preserve the privacy. However, these schemes
178 were only achieved in the standard model (under the stand-
179 alone setting). Groce and Katz [18] extended the Jiang-Gong
180 scheme [16] in the universal composability (UC) framework
181 [17], [36] and proved it secure. Along similar line, Katz and
182 Vaikuntanathan [9] proposed the first three-round PAKE
183 over lattices in ASIACRYPT’09. However, the proposed
184 PAKE requires three rounds.
185 Two-Round PAKE. Reducing the number of communica-
186 tion rounds and relaxing the security assumptions are two
187 ongoing research focus in the PAKE literature. Over the
188 years, there were only two successful attempts to reduce the
189 communication rounds (or flows) from three to two. The first
190 scheme, proposed by Abdalla et al. [19], introduced a new
191 cryptographic primitive IND-PCA-secure PKE scheme with
192 an associated SPHF to satisfy the client requirements of the
193 two-round PAKE. They also adopted the IND-CPA-secure
194 schemewith an associated SPHF to meet the requirements of
195 the server. In this setting, the stronger assumption (e.g.,
196 IND-CCA2-secure scheme along with an associated SPHF) is
197 no longer required by the server. The second scheme, intro-
198 duced by Zhang and Yu [14], instantiated the first two-round
199 PAKE over lattices using the splittable public key encryption
200 (or PKE) scheme with the associated non-adaptive approxi-
201 mate SPHF. Unfortunately, their PAKE depends on simula-
202 tion-sound non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs
203 and how to construct a lattice-based simulation-sound NIZK
204 remains an open question.
205 One-Round PAKE. The first one-round PAKE framework
206 based on conventional DDH assumption was designed by
207 Katz and Vaikuntanathan [23], where the client and the
208 server are required to send the message to each other

209simultaneously. The authors then proved the security of the
210protocol in the standard model and in the UC framework
211separately. Benhamouda et al. [29] followed the framework
212of [23] and designed an efficient one-round PAKE via trap-
213door-SPHF on a Cramer-Shoup ciphertext, but their scheme
214was still based on conventional DDH assumption. Currently,
215there is no known concrete one-round PAKE protocol con-
216struction over lattices in the literature.

2172.2 SPHF

218As illustrated in Fig. 2, SPHF is defined on the NP language
219L over a domain X. At the time of research, there is no effi-
220cient adversary that can distinguish between an element (or
221a point) x in NP language L (i.e., x 2 L) and an element (or
222a point) x 2 XnL for domain X. Furthermore, SPHFs con-
223tain two keyed functions (i.e., Hashð�Þ and ProjHashð�Þ).
224Concretely, function Hashð�Þ can be computed by taking as
225input the hashing key hk, and the function ProjHashð�Þ can
226be computed by taking as input the projective hashing key
227ph. The output values of both functions are the same (i.e.,
228statistically indistinguishable) for the word W over the lan-
229guage L (i.e.,W 2 L). In other words, the output value satis-
230fies Hashðhk;W Þ ¼ ProjHashðph;W;wÞ, where w is the
231witness and the word W contains the labeled IND-CCA
232ciphertext c and the message msg. Thus, even when given
233ph, the adversary cannot guess Hashðhk;W 2 LÞ. The for-
234mal definition is presented in Section 3.

235Word-Independent CS-SPHF with Non-Adaptive Soundness.
236SPHF was first proposed by Cramer and Shoup [13]
237(CS-SPHF) to facilitate the design of PAKE protocol. The
238syntax of CS-SPHF is as follows:

�
hk HashKGðLÞ; ph ProjKGðhk; pk;?Þ;
h Hashðhk;WÞ; p ProjHashðph;W;wÞ�: (2.1)

240240

241

242Word-Dependent GL-SPHF with Non-Adaptive Soundness.
243Gennaro and Lindell [8] optimized CS-SPHF, but made the
244projective key ph dependent on the word W . We abbreviate
245it to GL-SPHF, whose syntax is as follows:

�
hk HashKGðLÞ; ph ProjKGðhk; pk;WÞ;
h Hashðhk;WÞ; p ProjHashðph;W;wÞ�: (2.2)

247247

248

249Both CS-SPHF and GL-SPHF achieve non-adaptive
250smoothness, namely that W is independent of the project
251key ph and the adversary cannot see the projective key ph
252before choosing the word W . Namely that even if we can
253see ph, we cannot changeW .
254Word-Independent KV-SPHF with Adaptive Soundness.
255Katz and Vaikuntanathan [9] achieved adaptive smooth-
256ness and made the projective key ph independent on W ,
257where adaptive smoothness implies that we can choose
258W after having seen the projective key ph. For conve-
259nience, we abbreviate it to KV-SPHF, whose syntax is as
260follows:

�
hk HashKGðLÞ; ph ProjKGðhk; pk;?Þ;
h Hashðhk; fðWÞÞ; p ProjHashðph;W;wÞ�: (2:3) 262262

263

264We say f is adaptive if A sees ph before choosingW .

Fig. 2. Smooth projective hash function.
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265 2.3 IND-CCA-Secure Scheme over Lattices

266 There are two paradigms of IND-CCA2-secure encryption
267 that are built on IND-CPA-secure encryption:

268 � Dolev-Dwork-Naro paradigm [37]: utilizing one-
269 time signature and one-time NIZK (OT-NIZK).
270 � Naro-Yung/Sahai paradigm ([21], [38]): utilizing
271 one-time simulation-sound NIZK (OT-SS-NIZK).
272 Furthermore, there are a number of variants of the Cramer-
273 Shoup scheme [13] designed to achieve IND-CCA2-secure
274 encryption, by using the hash proof system, such as the
275 schemes of Kiltz et al. [39] and of Kurosawa-Desmedt [40].
276 However, only three straight constructions of the
277 IND-CCA-secure PKE over lattices have been proposed in
278 the literature. Concretely, Peikert and Waters [41] proposed
279 the first IND-CCA1-securePKE scheme under the (worst-case)
280 lattice assumption, along with some optimization [20]. How-
281 ever, but the schemes are based on lossy trapdoor functions. In
282 a separate work, Katz and Vaikuntanathan [9] (KV) used
283 Regev scheme [25] as the building block and designed the
284 IND-CCA1-secure PKE scheme. However, the decryption
285 algorithm of Katz-Vaikuntanathan scheme needs to invoke the
286 BBDSolveð�Þ procedure multiple times. Subsequently, Mic-
287 ciancio and Peikert [22] proposed a new efficient IND-
288 CCA1-secure PKE scheme, by introducing the G-trapdoor
289 function and tweaking the decryption algorithm. In other
290 words, plaintexts are recovered via querying the trapdoor
291 inversion procedure Invertð�Þmultiple times.

292 3 PRELIMINARIES

293 Below, we first list parameters in Table 2 that will be used in
294 our construction and security analysis.
295 Furthermore, vectors and matrices are denoted as bold
296 lower-case letter (e.g., x) and bold upper-case letter (e.g., A),
297 respectively. An m-dimension lattice can be denoted as
298 L ¼ fBs j s 2 Zng, where B 2 Zm�n is referred to as the basis
299 of L for the parameterm � ndlog qe. The determinant of L is

300 denoted as detðLÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðBTBÞ

q
, q-ary lattices is defined as

301 follows,

LðAÞ ¼ fA � s j s 2 Zn
q g þ qZm; (3.1)

303303

304

L?ðAÞ ¼ fz 2 Zm j zT �A ¼ 0 ðmod qÞg; (3.2)
306306

307

L?u ðAÞ ¼ fz 2 Zm j zT �A ¼ u ðmod qÞg: (3.3)
309309

310Note that, LðAÞ and L?ðAÞ are dual of each other. L?u ðAÞ is
311the coset of L?ðAÞ for a syndrome u 2 Zn

q .

312Definition 3.1 (Hamming Metric). Hamming distance is a
313classic representative of several string metrics and can be used
314to calculate the edit distance between two strings, then we can
315write HDðx; yÞ. To facilitate, we write HDðx; yÞ any two
316strings of equal length x; y 2 f0; 1gv.

3173.1 Lattice Background

318Definition 3.2 (Decision-LWEn;q;x;m, [25]). We first assume
319that there exist two different distributions

320� (1) As;x :¼ fðA;bÞ : A Zm�n
q ; s Zn�1

q ; e xm�1;
321b ¼ A � sþ e ðmod qÞg;
322� (2) the uniform distribution (i.e., fðA;bÞ : A Zm�n

q ;
323b Zm�1

q g).
324If no one can distinguish an independent sample ðA;bÞ 2
325Zm�n

q � Zm�1
q with overwhelming probability, where the spe-

326cific sample is distributed according to either the distribution
(1) or the distribution (2), we then can say that the above two
distributions are computationally indistinguishable.

327Remark 3.3. Reductions between approximating the short-
328est vector problem (SVP) in lattices (for appropriate
329parameters) and the LWE problem have been discussed
330by Regev and others [20], [25], [41], [42]. The reduction is
331out of scope of this work, thus the related corollaries of
332the reductions are omitted at this stage. More details are
333available in [20], [25], [41], [42].

334Below, we state the Lemma 3.4 which is a key result used to
335show the correctness of our construction. Before describing
336the Lemma 3.4, wewill first introduce the computable gadget
337matrix G 2 Zm�N

q for the parameters N � mdlog qe [22]. G is
338a fixed structurematrixwhich is composed of a set of the gad-
339get vector g ¼ ð20; 21; 22; � � � ; 2‘�1Þ 2 Z‘

q. Along with the
340matrixG, there is an efficiently computable “short preimage”
341functionG�1ð�Þwhich is also a deterministic inverse function.

342Lemma 3.4 ([22]). Regarding the parameters N , q, m and m0,
343there exists an equation GG�1ðMÞ ¼M, if the inverse func-
344tion G�1ð�Þ inputs takes as input on a matrix M 2 Zm�m0

q and
345the output result satisfiesG�1ðMÞ 2 f0; 1gN�m0 .
346Corollary 3.5. In order to invert the injective trapdoor function
347gAðs; eÞ ¼ sT �Aþ e ðmod qÞ, a PPT algorithm Invertð�Þ
348should fulfill the following requirements:

349– The algorithm takes the following parameters as input:
3501). a parity-check matrix A 2 Zn�m

q ; 2).. a G-trapdoor
351R 2 Z �m�n‘q , where A � �RI� ¼ H �G for the invertible
352tag H 2 Zn�n

q of R.; and 3). an LWE instance b satis-
353fying b ¼ sT �Aþ e ðmod qÞ.
354– The algorithm outputs the secret vector s (with refer-
355ence to the value of bT � �RI�.) and the noise vector e ¼
356b�AT s.

TABLE 2
Parameters and Abbreviations

Notations Descriptions

� Security parameter
Qð�Þ Qð�Þ on-line guesses
D The password space
neglð�Þ A negligible function in �

s0 and C0 Parameters of the Zipf distribution
A The adversary
Adv The advantage of the adversary
P The proposed one-round PAKE protocol
PPT Probabilistic polynomial time
IND-CPA Indistinguishable against chosen plaintext attacks
IND-CCA1 Indistinguishable against

(Non-adaptive) chosen ciphertext attacks
IND-CCA2 Indistinguishable against

(Adaptive) chosen ciphertext attacks
IND-PCA Indistinguishable against plaintext checkable attack

– For convenience, in the following discussion, unless stated otherwise, all the
IND-CCA are represented IND-CCA2.
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357 3.2 Smooth Projective Hash Functions

358 The projective hash function families were first proposed by
359 Cramer and Shoup [13] at EUROCRYPT’02. SPHFs act as
360 an important type of projective hash function that can be
361 used to design various cryptographic protocols. In a nut-
362 shell, in the projective hash function families, the adversary
363 is computationally hard to distinguish a random element in
364 language L from a random element in the domain X n L for
365 the existence of a domain X along with L 	 X, where L is
366 an underlying NP language.
367 As shown in Fig. 2 that is inspired by [43], an approxi-
368 mate SPHF acts as a special proof system and contains the
369 required elements: a witness w and a word W . W contains
370 the labeled IND-CCA ciphertext c and message msg. Fur-
371 ther, SPHF contains both approximate correctness and smooth-
372 ness properties. Approximate SPHF over L 	 X is defined
373 by four PPT algorithms.

374 � hk HashKGðLÞ. It takes an NP language L as
375 input, and gains a “private” hash key hk as outputs.
376 � ph ProjKGðhk; L;WÞ. The algorithm takes L, a
377 hash key hk, and a word W 2 L as input and gener-
378 ates a “public” projection hash key ph as output.
379 � h Hashðhk; L;WÞ. The algorithm takes an NP lan-
380 guage L, a hash key hk, and a word W 2 L as input
381 and outputs a hash value h over f0; 1gv for some pos-
382 itive integer v ¼ Vð�Þ.
383 � ProjHashðph; L;W;wÞ. The algorithm takes an NP
384 language L, a projective hash key ph, a word W 2 L,
385 and a witness w as input and outputs a projective
386 hash value p over f0; 1gv.
387 Meanwhile, approximate SPHF fulfills the following two
388 properties of (approximate) correctness and smoothness:

389 � Approximate Correctness: If a word W is in language
390 L, i.e.,W 2 L there exists

Pr½HD�ProjHashðhk; L;WÞ;
Hashðhk; L;WÞ� < " � v
 � 1� neglð�Þ; (3:4)

392392

393

394 then the approximate correctness (i.e., "-correct)
395 property holds.
396 � Smoothness: If any word W 2 X n L, the statistical
397 distance of the following two distributions is in a
398 negligible �:

1Þ:fðph; hÞ jhk HashKGðLÞ; ph ¼ ProjKGðhk; L;
WÞ; h Hashðhk; L;WÞg:

(3.5)
400400

401

2Þ:fðph; hÞ jhk HashKGðLÞ; ph ¼ ProjKGðhk; L;
WÞ; h f0; 1gvg:

(3.6)403403

404 then the smoothness property holds.
405 If the approximate SPHF is 0-correct, then we call it
406 SPHF. However, in the lattice setting, we cannot obtain the
407 0-correct feature.

408 3.3 PAKE Security Model

409 Below, we review the PAKE security model by following the
410 definitions of Bellare, Pointcheval, and Rogaway [6].

411Participants, Passwords, and Initialization. A fixed set of
412protocol participants (also known as users) is denoted as U.
413For every distinct U1; U2 2 U, we assume U1 and U2 share a
414password pwU1;U2

, (i.e., pw). It is assumed that each pwU1;U2

415is independently sampled from the password space Dð�Þ
416according to Zipf’s law [30].
417Execution of the Protocol. The protocol in reality is to
418describe how users behave after receiving commands (or
419inputs) from the environment. On the contrary, the adver-
420sary provides these inputs in the formal model. In this
421model, the protocol can be executed by each party with dif-
422ferent partners multiple times (possibly concurrently).
423Meanwhile, in this model, each party is allowed to instanti-
424ate an unlimited number of instances, and the adversary is
425allocated oracle access to these different instances. For conve-
426nience, the ith instance of the userU is denoted asPi

U . In par-
427ticular, each instance can be used in this model only once.
428Furthermore, the (local) state that is updated during the
429course of the experiment is maintained by corresponding
430each instance. Below, we describe the concrete variables of
431local statemaintained by each user instancePi

U :

432– sidiU , session id.

433– pidiU , partner id.

434– skeyiU , session key id.

435– acciU , a boolean variable implies the final result is
436accepted at the end of the execution.
437– termi

U , a boolean variable implies the procedure ter-
438minates at the end of the execution.
439Adversarial Model. The adversary (or malicious party) is
440assumed to have the ability to fully control all communication
441in the external network, namely the adversary is able to do
442whatever (s)hewants, in the sense of the capability to 1).mod-
443ify, block, inject, and delete messages; and 2). request any
444session keys adaptively. Formally, the adversary launches
445attacks using oracle queries model in the real world. Thus, to
446define security, we introduce a set of oracles and use these
447oracles to explain how the adversary can interact with various
448instances. The following oracle queries are the case of one-
449round challenge-response protocol, the adversary first sends
450the query to the assigned oracle, then the assigned oracle
451answers the query to the adversary. More formally descrip-
452tion are as follows:

453– SendðUC; i;MÞ. The oracle is first activated by the
454adversary, then it sends message M to the instance
455Pi

UC
. Upon receiving M from Send, Pi

UC
then runs in

456accordancewith the protocol specification andupdates
457the state. The output of Pi

UC
is sent to the adversary.

458– ExecuteðUC; i; US; jÞ. The oracle represents the proto-
459col execution between Pi

UC
and Pj

US
without any out-

460side interference from the adversary. To answer this
461query, the oracle outputs the protocol transcript to
462the adversary, where the transcript is the complete
463ordered messages, which can be exchanged between
464the instances.
465– RevealðUC; iÞ. The oracle models known key attacks,
466and the adversary is permitted to learn session keys
467of the specified instance from previous and concur-
468rent executions, and outputs the session key skeyiU .
469In addition, improper session keys are erased.
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471 oracle, once and only once, and gains a random bit b.
472 If b ¼ 1, then the adversary obtains the session key
473 skeyiU ; otherwise, the adversary is given a uniform
474 session key. Finally, the adversary will guess b0 that
475 is a random bit. If the adversary is successful then
476 implies b ¼ b0.
477 Partnering. Let UC; US 2 U . Instances Pi

UC
and Pj

US
are

478 partnered if: (1). sidiU ¼ sidiUC
6¼ NULL; and (2) pidiUC

¼ UC

479 and pidjUS
¼ US .

480 Correctness. If Pi
UC

andPj
US

are partnered, then there exist

481 acciUC
¼ accjUS

¼ TRUE and skeyiUC
¼ skeyjUS

and both

482 instances can obtain the common session key.

483 Definition 3.6 (Advantage of the adversary). We assume
484 that all PPT adversariesA have the ability to make at mostQð�Þ
485 on-line guessing attacks, and the password dictionary D follows
486 the Zipf-like distribution with parameters C0 ¼ 0:062239 and
487 s0 ¼ 0:155478. If the advantage of the adversary holds

AdvA;Pð�Þ � C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ þ neglð�Þ; (3.7)
489489

490 then the PAKE protocol P is said to be secure.

491 Remark 3.7. In most existing PAKE literatures (e.g., [9], [14],
492 [15], [32], [35]), it is generally assumed that passwords fol-
493 low a uniformly random distribution, and these early works
494 formulate the attacker’s advantage via Qð�Þ=Dþ neglð�Þ
495 for the password dictionary with size D. However, recent
496 research [30], [44], [45] has revealed that passwords chosen
497 by users from various languages follow the Zipf’s law (but
498 not a uniformly random distribution), and CDF-Zipf model
499 [30] is better than the traditional uniform model to charac-
500 terize password distributions. Thus, in this paper, we for-
501 mulate the attacker’s adversary via C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ þ neglð�Þ
502 with C0 and s0 being the Zipf parameters. Notably,
503 Fig. 3 shows that the formulation Qð�Þ=D þ neglð�Þ
504 (8Qð�Þ 2 ½1; jDj
) in the traditional uniform password dis-
505 tribution model always significantly underestimates the
506 real attacker’s Adv. On the contrary, the Zipf based formula-
507 tion C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ þ neglð�Þ well approximates the real
508 attacker’s advantage Adv: 8Qð�Þ 2 ½1; jDj
. Importantly, we
509 observe that the largest deviation between C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ þ
510 neglð�Þ and Adv is only 0.491 percent .

511 4 OUR SPHF VIA MICCIANIO-PEIKERT SCHEME

512 Below, we detail the labeled IND-CCA1-secure Micciancio-
513 Peikert scheme [22]. At present, there are only a small

514number of IND-CCA1-secure PKE schemes [9], [20], [22],
515[26], [46], [47] over lattices. Compared with the Katz-Vai-
516kuntanathan scheme [9], the main advantage of the Miccian-
517cio-Peikert scheme is that it does not require the invoking of
518the Invertð�Þ algorithm multiple times to recover the plain-
519text during decryption. Furthermore, the IND-CCA1-secure
520Micciancio-Peikert scheme can be converted to the level of
521IND-CCA2 security via relatively generic transformations
522using either a message authentication code (MAC) along
523with a weak form of commitment [48] or strongly unforge-
524able one-time signature [37]. For simplicity, we only present
525the labeled IND-CCA1-secure Micciancio-Peikert scheme in
526this section, and omit the phase of transformation to obtain
527the IND-CCA2-secure scheme. The detail is as follows:

5284.1 Labeled CCA1 Miccianio-Peikert (MP) Scheme

529� params MP:Setupð�;m; �m;n; q; ‘qÞ : Takes the
530security parameter �, the integers m, �m, n, and the
531model q as input, where m ¼ �mþ n‘q and ‘q ¼
532dlog qe ¼ Oðlog qÞ; then outputs the parameters
533params :¼ ð�;m; �m;n; q; ‘qÞ.
534� ðsk; pkÞ  MP:KeyGenðparamsÞ :
5351) Takes the params as input and samples a public
536matrix �A Zn� �m

q along with the trapdoor matrix

537R D �m�n‘q
Z;vð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
p

Þ by invoking the trapdoor genera-

538tion algorithm (i.e., ðP;TÞ  TrapGenðparams;
539�A;RÞ). The dot production between the public key
540P and the trapdoorT is 0 (i.e.,P � T ¼ 0 ðmod qÞ).
5412) Let the matrix A1 :¼ ��A � R ðmod qÞ 2 Z

n�n‘q
q and

542the public key P :¼ ½�A jA1
 ¼ ½�A j � �A � R
 2 Zn�m
q

543is generated. Then, we denote ðn‘q � n‘qÞ-dimen-
544sion identity matrix by In‘q�n‘q and generate the

545trapdoor (i.e., secret key) T :¼ ½R j Iðn‘q�n‘qÞ
T .
5463) Outputs both secret key sk :¼ T 2 Z

m�n‘q
q and

547public key pk :¼ P 2 Zn�m
q .

548� c MP:Encðpk ¼ P;m 2 f0; 1gn‘q ; label ¼ uÞ :
5491) In order to encrypt the message m 2 f0; 1gn‘q , the
550algorithmfirstmapsm 2 f0; 1gn‘q to encodeðmÞ ¼
551S �m 2 Zn‘q for any S 2 Zn‘q�n‘q of lattice L, and
552takes the public key P as input.
5532) Then, sample a nonzero label u U and let

Au ¼ ½�A jA1 þ hðuÞG

¼ ½�A jhðuÞG� �AR
 2 Zn�m

q :
(4.1)

555555

556We note that Au � T ¼ hðuÞG for the gadget
557matrixG 2 Z

n�n‘q
q .

558Remark 4.1. In the ring U ¼ Zq½x
 n ðfðxÞÞ for q ¼ pe, we
559denote the label set U ¼ fu1; � � � ; u‘g � U with the unit dif-
560ference property. More concretely, if the difference ui�
561uj 2 U for any i 6¼ j, then the label matrix hðui � ujÞ ¼
562hðuiÞ � hðuiÞ 2 Zn�n

q is invertible.

5633) Sample a random vector s Zn�1
q , a noise vector

564�e D �m
Z;aq, and another noise vector ê Dn‘q

Z;s , where

565s2 ¼ ðk�ek2 þ �mðaqÞ2Þ � vð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
p Þ2. Then, the algorithm

566cascades �e and ê together, and obtains the noise vector
567e ¼ ð�e; êÞT 2 Zm�1.

Fig. 3. Guessing advantages of the real attacker, the uniform attacker
(e.g., [14], [15], [23], [32]) and our Zipf attacker (using 524.65 million
mail.163.com passwords).
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568 4) Computes and outputs the ciphertext over Zm�1
q ,

c ¼ AT
u � sþ eþ ð0 j encodeðmÞÞ ðmod qÞ: (4.2)

570570

571

572 5) Lastly, outputs the ciphertext as follows c ¼ ðu; cÞ
573 2 U � Zm�1

q .

574 � m MP:Decðsk; c ¼ ðu; cÞÞ : In order to decrypt the
575 ciphertext c ¼ ðu; cÞ for u, the algorithm proceeds
576 with the following steps:
577 1) The algorithm first parses c into u and c. If u ¼ 0,
578 then outputs empty value; otherwise the algo-
579 rithm invokes the algorithm InvertðAu; c;R; hðuÞ 2
580 Zn�n

q Þ (Lemma 3.5) and obtains c ¼ AT
u z1 þ e1,

581 (i.e., obtains secret vector z1 2 Zn�1
q and noise vec-

582 tor e1 ¼ ð�e1; ê1ÞT ¼ c�AT
u z1 2 Zm�1 < ði:e:;<

583 Z �m�1 � Zn‘q�1Þ). Then, the algorithm checks

584 whether k�e1k � aq
ffiffiffiffiffi
�m

p
or kê1k � aq

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 �mn‘q

p �
585 vð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

logn
p Þ, and the output is assigned empty

586 value.
587 2) Otherwise, the decryption algorithm invokes
588 InvertðAu; c� ð0 j encodeðmÞT ;R; hðuÞÞ andobtains

589 c� ð0 j encodeðmÞÞ ¼ AT
u � z2 þ e2 for k�e2k <

590 aq
ffiffiffiffiffi
�m

p
and kê2k < aq

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 �mn‘q

p � vð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
p Þ. Let

591 v ¼ c� e2 ¼ AT
u � z2 þ ð0 j encodeðmÞÞT ðmod qÞ,

592 and the algorithm requires v to parse v ¼ ð�v; v̂Þ 2
593 Z �m�1

q � Z
n‘q�1
q for �v 2 Lð�AT Þ.

594 3) Finally, computes and outputs the plaintext

595 decode ðvT � ½RI 
 ðmod qÞÞ 2 f0; 1gn�‘q .
596 The proofs of security and correctness are similar to that
597 of the IND-CCA1 MP scheme. To be self-contained, we now
598 provide the two important properties via the following
599 Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 respectively.

600 Lemma 4.2 (Correctness, [22]). If the correctness property of
601 the above Miccianio-Peikert scheme is hold, then the probability
602 of decryption error is only 2�Vð�Þ.

603 Theorem 4.3 (Security, [22]). The above Miccianio-Peikert
604 scheme is labeled IND-CCA1-secure under the hardness of
605 decisional LWEn;m;q;x assumption.

606 The correctness and security analysis can be obtained in a
607 straightforward method following the work of [22]. To save
608 space, the detailed analysis is omitted, and more details are
609 referred to [22].

610 4.2 Approximate SPHF via MP Scheme

611 It is known that the Micciancio-Peikert scheme is labeled
612 IND-CCA1-secure under the decisional LWE assumption.
613 Further, if we introduce a one-time signature scheme, then
614 we can use it to sign the ciphertext under the secret key of
615 the signature, resulting in an IND-CCA2-secure scheme.
616 Below, we use the Micciancio-Peikert scheme to develop
617 an associated SPHF following the Katz-Vaikuntanathan
618 (KV-SPHF) construction and introducing the deterministic
619 rounding function of [9], we present a neat lattice-based
620 SPHF scheme with adaptive soundness based on Miccianio-
621 Peikert scheme. The scheme is also hereafter referred to as
622 MP-SPHF for convenience.

623� hk HashKGðparamsÞ: The algorithm draws a ran-
624dom vector k from Zn�1

q . Then, it outputs the hashing
625key hk :¼ k 2 Zm�1

q .
626� ph ProjKGðparams; hk ¼ k; pk ¼ AuÞ. The algo-
627rithm first fixes the label u at the beginning, then it
628takes the hashing key k and the public key Au ¼
629½�A jhðuÞG� �AR
 2 Zn�m

q as input. Afterwards, the
630algorithm gains the projection key ph :¼ p ¼ Au � k
6312 Zn�1

q . In this setting, to obtain the “approximate
632correctness”, we modify the public key. However, in
633MP-SPHF scheme, we adopt the public key P :¼
634½�A jA1
 ¼ ½�A j � �A � R
 2 Zn�m

q inMP scheme.
635� h Hashðhk ¼ k;W :¼ ðc;mÞÞ: The smooth hash
636function executes as follows:
6371) The algorithm inputs on the hashing key k and
638the word W . Notably, W includes a ciphertext
639c ¼ ðlabel; c 2 Zm�1

q Þ along with the correspond-
640ing messagem.
6412) The algorithm executes the following computa-
642tions:

h ¼ Hashðhk ¼ k;W :¼ ðc;mÞÞ
¼ R

�
c� ð0 j encodeðmÞÞT
h iT

�k
�

¼ R
�
ðsT �AuÞ � kþ eT � k ðmod qÞ

�
;

(4.3)

644644

645and outputs the hash values over the set f0; 1g,
646where eT � k is the noise element with the upper

bounded jeTkj � keTk � kkk � ðr ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mn
p Þ � ðaq ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mn
p Þ <

"=2 � q=4.
6473) Next, the algorithm obtains the result of b :¼
648h ðmod 2Þ 2 f0; 1g and outputs b ¼ 0 if h < 0;
649otherwise, outputs b ¼ 1. Notably, the value h is
650in ½�ðq � 1Þ=2; � � � ; ðq � 1Þ=2
.
651� p ¼ ProjHashðph ¼ p;W :¼ ðc;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ: The projection
652hash function executes the following computations,
6531) On input a projected key ph ¼ p 2 Zn�1

q , the
654wordW , and the witness s 2 Zn�1

q .
6552) The algorithm gains p by computing

p ¼ ProjHashðph ¼ p;W :¼ ðc;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ
¼ R

�
sT � ðAukÞ ðmod qÞ

�
2 f0; 1g: (4.4)

657657

658

6593) Next, the algorithm obtains the result of b :¼ p
660ðmod 2Þ 2 f0; 1g, outputs b ¼ 0 if p < 0; other-
661wise, outputs b ¼ 1.

662Theorem 4.4. The MP-SPHF is a smooth projective hash func-
663tion based on the Micciancio-Peikert scheme.

664Proof. We will now prove Theorem 4.4 via the following
665two steps, which are used to respectively demonstrate
666approximate correctness and smoothness. tu
667Approximate Correctness (or Projection). To prove MP-SPHF
668satisfy the property of approximate correctness, we only need
669to prove the equality of Hashðhk ¼ k;W :¼ ðc;mÞÞ ¼
670ProjHashðph ¼ p;W :¼ ðc;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ with probability greater
671than 1=2. In lattice-based setting, the projection of SPHF indi-
672cates that the relationship between hk and W from an NP
673language L (i.e., executing Hashð�Þ) is equivalent to the
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674 relationship between ph and the witness w for any word in L
675 (i.e., executingProjHashð�Þ).
676 Lemma 4.5 (Approximate Correctness). If the magnitude of
677 inner product he;ki is a small integer for the parameters n,
678 m � n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
log q
p

, then the outcomes of the following rounding
679 functions 1). yhash ¼ RðHashðhk ¼ k;W :¼ ðc;mÞÞÞ and

680 2). yproj ¼ RðProjHashðph ¼ p;W :¼ ðc;mÞ;w ¼ sÞÞ are sat-
681 isfying the following requirement:

Pr½HDðyhash; yprojÞ > " � v
 ¼ neglð�Þ; (4.5)
683683

684 where RðxÞ ¼ b2x=qc ðmod 2Þ is the deterministic rounding
685 function.

686 Proof. For convenience, we use the typical RðxÞ following
687 the methodology of [9] to round the respective outcomes
688 of Hashð�Þ and ProjHashð�Þ. Calculating the round out-
689 comes, we have that

R
�
Hashðhk ¼ k;W :¼ ðc;mÞÞ

�

¼ R
�
ProjHashðph ¼ p;W :¼ ðc;mÞ;w ¼ sÞ

�

¼ R
�
sT � ðAukÞ ðmod qÞ

�
:

(4.6)

691691

692

693 Consider the left side of the above equation, we can

694 view RðhÞ as a number in ½� ðq�1Þ2 ; � � � ; ðq�1Þ2 
 and output

695 b 2 f0; 1g. Moreover, the noise element eT � k is bounded
by jeTkj � keTk � kkk � ðr ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mn
p Þ � ðaq ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mn
p Þ < "=2 � q=4.

Hence, the result of RðeTkÞ is identical with 0. Thus,

b ¼ 0; if RðhÞ < 0;
1; if RðhÞ > 0:

	
(4.7)

696 Consider the right side of the above equation, we have
697 the following results

b ¼ 0; if R
�
sT � ðAukÞ

�
< 0;

1; if R
�
sT � ðAukÞ

�
> 0:

	
(4.8)

699699

700 This completes the proof. tu
701 Smoothness. The smoothness property of SPHF implies
702 that the hashing output is independent of ph for any
703 W 2 X n L. Moreover, the typical deterministic rounding
704 function RðxÞ ¼ b2x=qc ðmod 2Þ (a.k.a., so-called square-sig-
705 nal function) has harmonic coefficients r̂j decreasing as
706 Qð1=jÞ in absolute value. Using such a rounding function,
707 one would attempt to invoke the trapdoor inversion for q=2
708 many multiples of c, more details about the case in [9]. Fur-
709 thermore,W :¼ �

c;m
�
=2 L (theword not in theNP language)

710 indicates that the ciphertext c is not related to the messagem
711 under pk ¼ Au. Hence, the statistical distance of the follow-
712 ing two distributions is a negligible in �,

1Þ: fðph; hÞ jHashKGðLÞ ! k;

ProjKGðhk; L;W Þ ! Auk;

Hashðhk; L;WÞ ¼ ðsTAu þ eT Þkg:
2Þ: fðph; hÞ jHashKGðLÞ ! k;

ProjKGðhk; L;W Þ ! Auk;

h f0; 1gg:

(4.9)

714714

715

716We note that, Hashðhk;WÞ ¼ ðsTAu þ eT Þk given ProjKG
717ðhk; pkÞ ¼ Auk. Due to s being the witness (or random vec-
718tor), no information on Hashðhk;WÞ can be provided by
719ProjKGðhk; pkÞ, and Hashðhk;W Þ is uniformly distributed
720over f0; 1g, given ProjKGðhk; pkÞ.
721Hence, the smoothness property of the projective hash
722function can be concluded.

7235 OUR ONE-ROUND PAKE VIA MP-SPHF

724Since the first SPHFs were initially introduced by Cramer
725and Shoup [13], various extensions have been proposed. A
726significant breakthrough was given in [49] (PKC’13) which
727presented an explicit instantiation of KV-SPHF [23] by using
728the Cramer-Shoup ciphertext. The existing lattice-based
729constructions of PAKE are only described in [9], [50]. At
730ASIACRYPT’09, Katz and Vaikuntanathan [9] followed the
731framework of KOY-GL (i.e., Katz-Ostrovsky-Yung (KOY)[7]
732and Gennaro-Lindell (GL) [8]), and proposed the first three-
733roundPAKE protocol based on lattices in a variant of the Bel-
734lare-Pointcheval-Rogaway model [6]. Benhamuda et al. [15],
735[50] gave a draft of one-round PAKE over lattices, but we
736cannot find the detailed security analysis. Importantly, their
737scheme was withdrawn from eprint due to the weakness of
738the security proof. Before describing our one-round PAKE
739based onMP-SPHF, we first give a high-level of the KOY-GL
740framework.

7411) Each party in the system first sends an encryption of
742the password synchronously, then the party uses an
743SPHF taking as input the encrypted password of the
744partner to generate an output, lastly, the party uses
745the output to determine whether there exists the
746same password.
7472) The common session key is generated by multiply-
748ing two hash values, where the two hash values are
749coming from the Hashð�Þ and ProjHashð�Þ with the
750encrypted password respectively.
751Here we remark that, 1). if the encrypted passwords are
752the same, the hash function Hash and ProjHash compute the
753hash values in their own way but obtain the same results.
7542). Conversely, if the passwords are different, the two hash
755functions compute the values independently but output the
756different results, which meets the smoothness feature. In a
757word, the smoothness property implies that the values com-
758puted by the hash function of each player are independent.
759Therefore, an SPHF on a labeled IND-CCA-secure encryp-
760tion scheme is necessary to achieve this aim. But to this aim,
761the scheme only depends on the encryption and doesn’t
762need the decryption algorithm, thus, no one need to know or
763store the secret key sk.

7645.1 One-Round PAKE Protocol over Lattices

765Our protocol follows the framework of Katz and Vaikunta-
766nanthan [23] which requires an IND-CCA2-secure encryp-
767tion schemewith an associatedword-independentKV-SPHF
768for the both sides. As shown in Fig. 4, we initialize the one-
769roundPAKE protocol over lattices by using IND-CCA-secure
770encryption scheme. Note that we assume the server keeps
771the password pw in plain-text just for ease of presentation. In
772practice, due to the Zipf’s law in user-chosen passwords [30],
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773 password-storing functions shall be slow enough to resist
774 password guessing attacks. As suggested by the latest NIST
775 SP800-63B “Authentication and Lifecycle Management”
776 guidelines [51], the server shall use a memory-hard hash
777 function (e.g., Scrypt and Lyra2 [52]) to hash the password
778 with a random salt. Furthermore, the correctness of the
779 established session key is implied by the Lemma 4.5.
780 To our knowledge, once the label is fixed at advanced to
781 some constant, then the resulting scheme degrades to an
782 IND-CPA-secure scheme. To solve this problem, Zhang and
783 Yu [14] provided an idea to achieve an IND-CCA2-secure
784 scheme by combining simulation-sound NIZK over lattices
785 in random oracle setting. But the main trouble is that we
786 don’t know how to obtain simulation-sound NIZK over lat-
787 tices in standard setting. Benhamouda et al. [15] provided a
788 generic transformation using the idea of [37], which can be
789 used to convert an labeled-IND-CCA1-secure scheme to an
790 IND-CCA2-secure scheme. To do so, in the BPR model [6],
791 we first upgrade the labeled-IND-CCA1-secure MP scheme
792 [22] to the IND-CCA2-secure scheme by using a strong one-
793 time signature scheme Sgn ¼ ðSgn:Gen;Sgn:Sign;Sgn:VerÞ.
794 The client generates the signature for each ciphertext, while
795 the server verifies the correctness of the signature.

796 5.2 Security Proof

797 Theorem 5.1. The one-round PAKE protocol (in short P) in
798 Fig. 4 is secure in the BPR model under the LWE assumptions,
799 if the Micciancio-Peikert scheme is IND-CCA-secure with an
800 associatedMP-SPHF.

801 Proof. Our proof follows the approaches of Katz and Vai-
802 kuntanathan [23] and Benhamuda et al. [29]. To apply the
803 modularity approach of the proof given in [29, Theorem
804 4], the main work of this proof is to check whether our
805 primitives (i.e., MP encryption and MP-SPHF) fulfill the
806 same properties. Essentially, we have discussed both

807correctness and smoothness properties ofMP-SPHF in the
808preceding section, below we detail the rigorous security
809analysis of the protocol based onMP-SPHF.
810We assume that there is a PPT adversary A attacking
811our protocol P. We then construct a sequence of experi-
812ments Expt:0;Expt:1; � � � ;Expt:6 with the original experi-
813ment corresponding to Expt:0. Importantly, we denote

814AdvExpt:iA ð�Þ as the advantage Adv of A in experiment

815Expt: i. To show the adversary is with the desired bound

on AdvPA ¼ AdvExpt:0A ð�Þ, we strictly bound the effect of

each change in the experiment on the advantage ofA, and
then show that

AdvExpt:6A ð�Þ � C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ: (5.1)

816Experiment Expt:0. This is the real attack game, whose
817advantage is quantified as AdvExpt:0A ð�Þ ¼ ". Then, in
818order to make the trivial attacks possible, we incremen-
819tally change the process of simulation. In this experi-
820ment, all honest players have their private input values
821that can be used by the simulator. Following [23], [29],
822there exist two types of Send queries:

823– Send0ðC; i; SÞ-query. In this query, the adversary
824first requires the oracle Send0ð�Þ to initiate an exe-
825cution between an instance Pi

C of C and an
826instance of S. Then, C queries S to initiate the exe-
827cution and S answers the query by a flow and
828sends to communicate with C.
829– Send1ðC; i;msgÞ-query. msg is sent by the adver-
830sary to Pi

C via the oracle. The oracle provides no
831answer/response, but defines (or computes) his/
832her own session key, for possible later Reveal or
833Test queries from the Pi

C .
834Experiment Expt:1. Expt:1 is identical to Expt:0 except
835thatwemodify the strategy how to handleExecute-queries.

Fig. 4. One-round lattice-based PAKE protocol based on miccianio-peikert scheme.
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836 In particular, we use the encryption of fake password
837 pw0 from the Zipf distribution to replace the ciphertext
838 cC and cS in response to ExecuteðUC; i; US; jÞ. Clearly,
839 the fake password pw0 is not in language L. Moreover,
840 due to participants know the hashing key and projective
841 key, thus they can compute the common session key:

keyC ¼ HashðhkC;WS :¼ ðcS; pwÞÞ�
ProjHashðphS;WC ¼ ðcC; pwÞ;wC ¼ rÞ

¼ HashðhkS;WC :¼ ðcC; pwÞÞ�
ProjHashðphC;WS ¼ ðcS; pwÞ;wS ¼ �rÞ

¼ keyS:

(5.2)

843843

844 Due to the soundness property of the SPHF, there is no
845 impact to compute key via the different way using either
846 the initial way or themodifiedway. In fact, this is indistin-
847 guishable property of the probabilitic encryption scheme,
848 for eachExecute-query. Thus, we can obtain

jAdvExpt:1A ð�Þ � AdvExpt:0A ð�Þj � neglð�Þ (5.3)
850850

851 by using a series of hybrid hops.
852 Experiment Expt:2. In the current experiment, the man-
853 ner how one responds to Execute-queries is modified
854 again. We replace the common session key by sampling a
855 random value from the uniform distribution. At this
856 point, the “password” is not satisfied the requirement of
857 generating the session key, and the indistinguishability
858 property between Expt:2 and Expt:1 is guaranteed by the
859 smoothness, i.e.,

jAdvExpt:2A ð�Þ � AdvExpt:1A ð�Þj � neglð�Þ: (5.4)861861

862

863 Experiment Expt:3. Expt:3 is identical to Expt:2, except
864 that we change the way of how one deals with
865 Send1-queries. Concretely, in this experiment, to answer
866 the query of Send1ðC; i;msgÞ along withmsg ¼ ðphS; cSÞ,
867 the simulator in the name of the Ui

C introduces a decryp-
868 tion oracle (or knowing the decryption key more pre-
869 cisely) to decrypt the “unused” received message msg ¼
870 ðphS; cSÞ. Thus, there are three cases as follows:

871 1) If msg has been altered (or generated) by the
872 adversary, then one can invoke the decryption
873 oracle to recover the password pw contained in
874 word W by decrypting the ciphertext. Hence,
875 there exists the two following cases:
876 a) One can assert that the adversary A wins the
877 game and the game then is terminated, if they
878 are both correct W 2 L and consistent with
879 the values of the receiver (pwC;S ¼ pw).
880 b) One needs to choose key at random, if they are
881 both incorrect and/or inconsistent with the
882 values of receiver.
883 2) If themsg is a response to a previous flow from the
884 simulator (or used previously), then the projective
885 key can be obtained by the simulator who knows
886 the hashing key. The next step is that the simulator
887 can use the two hashing keys (the hashing key and
888 the projective hashing key) to generate the session
889 key. Specifically, key ¼ HashðhkC;WS :¼ ðcS; pwÞÞ �

890ProjHashðphS; WC ¼ ðcC; pwÞ;wC ¼ rÞ, where the
891ciphertext cS of the server is not generated by using
892the randomness, which is similar to the caseExpt:2.
893To facilitate the following analysis, the first case (1a) is
894denoted as Event Ev, whose probability will be calcu-
895lated later in Expt:6. Notably, the modification in case
896(1a) doesn’t affect the final result except that it increases
897the advantage ofA. The adaptive-smoothness guarantees
898that the advantage of the adversary in the second modifi-
899cation of case (1b) only increases in a negligible term due
900to it being indistinguishable. In addition, the third modi-
901fication in case (2) has no impact on the way how to com-
902pute the key, so finally

jAdvExpt:3A ð�Þ � AdvExpt:2A ð�Þj � neglð�Þ: (5.5) 904904

905

906Experiment Expt:4. The strategy of how to formulate
907Send1-queries response is modified in this experiment.
908There are two cases appearing after that a “used” mes-
909sagemsg ¼ ðphS; cSÞ is sent. In more detail:

910� If there exists an instance Pj
S of US partnered with

911an instance Pi
C of UC , then set key ¼ skeyiC ¼

912skeyjS .
913� Otherwise, one chooses key at random.
914Remarkably, due to the “used” message is a replay of
915a previous flow in the first case, thus, the common ses-
916sion key remains identical. In addition, due to adaptive-
917smoothness in the second case as in [23], [29], even if
918when ciphertexts and hashing keys are re-used, it does
919not impact that all the hash values are random looking.
920Therefore, Expt:4 guarantees that the indistinguishable
921holds and there exists

jAdvExpt:4A ð�Þ � AdvExpt:3A ð�Þj � neglð�Þ: (5.6) 923923

924

925Experiment Expt:5. The strategy of how we deal with
926Send0-queries are modified in this experiment. One
927encrypts the fake pw0 instead of encrypting a real
928and correct password, (which is similar to Expt:1 for
929Execute-queries in answering Send0ðC; i; SÞ). This modi-
930fication is necessary to simulate the decryption process
931in Send1-queries, and therefore the indistinguishability
932between Expt:5 and Expt:4 holds due to IND-CCA-secure
933PKE scheme. Therefore, we have

jAdvExpt:5A ð�Þ � AdvExpt:4A ð�Þj � neglð�Þ: (5.7) 935935

936

937Experiment Expt:6. The experiment Expt:6 is identical
938to Expt:5, with the exception of using the dummy private
939inputs hk and ph. In particular, the hashing key hk and
940the projective hashing key ph do not depend on W , and
941the distributions of these keys are independent of the
942auxiliary private inputs. Hence,

jAdvExpt:6A ð�Þ � AdvExpt:5A ð�Þj � neglð�Þ: (5.8)
944944

945Putting them (i.e., Eq.(5.8)+Eq.(5.7)+� � �+Eq.(5.3)) together,
946we obtain the following resutl

AdvExpt:6A ð�Þ � AdvExpt:0A ð�Þ � neglð�Þ ¼ "� neglð�Þ: (5:9)
948948

949
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950 Actually, the main functionality of Expt:6 is to deter-
951 mine whether the adversary wins Ev, which indicates that

952 the advantage is AdvExpt:6A ð�Þ ¼ Pr½Ev
. Hence, we can

obtain the following result " � Pr½Ev
 þ neglð�Þ. As dis-
cussed earlier, event Ev implies that the adversary A
has encrypted the password ði:e:; pwÞ, where the password

is in the correct (W 2 L) and consistent with the values of

the receiver (pwC;S ¼ pw). Actually, we observe that the

witnesses (or the randomness) for the honest parties dur-

ing the simulation phase are never used, thus, the wit-

nesses are chosen at the very end by our assumption, and

they are only used to verify if the eventEvwill happen:

Pr½Ev
 ¼ Pr½9k : pwC;SðkÞ ¼ pwk;W 2 L
: (5.10)

In the above equation, k is the index of the reception of

953 kth Send1-query. Namely, the simulator is required to

954 guess the private values at the begining, and then once

955 the simulator has correctly guessed these values, it is
956 then required to find a word in NP language. Hence,

Pr½Ev
 � C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ; (5.11)
958958

959 where C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ is the best chance of success that the

960 adversary is is capable of finding a word W in L. The

961 detailed advantage analysis about the CDF-Zipf model
962 can be found in [30]. Lastly, combining all the above

963 inequalities, we have

" � C0 �Qs0 ð�Þ þ neglð�Þ: (5.12)
965965

966 This completes the proof. tu

967 6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

968 We compare the proposed PAKE protocol with several others
969 in this section, and the comparative summary is presented in
970 Table 3. We observe that many follow-up works and optimi-
971 zations [9], [10], [11], [12] were proposed following the first
972 PAKE scheme of [7]. Hence, we focus only on SPHF-based
973 PAKE protocols. Prior to discussing the comparison results,
974 the notation of flow is to denote the unidirectional communi-
975 cation between the participants. Analogously, the notation of

976round is to denote the bidirectional communication between
977participants. When the messages are from two partners asyn-
978chronously, then the notation of round and flow have the
979same meaning, such as in the one-round (and two-flow) pro-
980tocol [15], [23], [29]. On the contrary, if the messages are from
981two partners simultaneously, then each round is constituted
982by two different flows with distinct directions, such as in the
983two-round (and two-flow) protocol [14], [19], [54]. More spe-
984cifically, our PAKE protocol is the first one-round PAKE over
985latticeswith rigorous security analysis.
986As shown in Table 3, we note that Benhamuda et al. [15],
987[50] constructed one-round PAKE over lattices, but their
988scheme only has a sketchy construction without a detailed
989security proof. Zhang and Yu [14] proposed a two-round
990PAKE over the lattice, but their IND-CCA-secure scheme
991depends on the simulation-sound NIZK proofs. As
992discussed earlier, constructing an efficient lattice-based sim-
993ulation-sound NIZK remains an open research problem.
994Benhamouda et al. [15] also sketched a one-round PAKE
995framework based on theirSPHF, sadly, no detailed construc-
996tion is presented. Differing from these existing works [14],
997[15], [50], we present an improved MP-SPHF via the deter-
998ministic rounding function Rð�Þ, then used the improved
999MP-SPHF to design the one-round PAKE.
1000Regarding protocol security, as shown in Table 3, the secu-
1001rity of KOY and GL scheme relies on the IND-CCA-secure
1002encryption schemes. In other words, the encryption of the cli-
1003ent and the server uses an IND-CCA-secure encryption
1004scheme. However, the client of Jiang-Gong scheme [16] and
1005Groce-Katz scheme [18] discards the IND-CCA-secure encryp-
1006tion scheme in the first round to encrypt the password pw,
1007instead they use an IND-CPA-secure encryption scheme to
1008encrypt the randomness in the first round, under the CRS
1009model. Subsequently, to reduce the number of communication
1010rounds, Abdalla, Benhamouda, and Pointcheval [19] designed
1011a two-round PAKE protocol by using the proposed
1012IND-PCA-secure encryption scheme. Note that, in this case,
1013only the server uses the IND-PCA-secure encryption but the
1014client uses the IND-CPA-secure encryption. However, in our
1015one-round case and previous works, such as [15], [23], both
1016parties (client and server) are required to adopt an
1017IND-CCA-secure encryption scheme.

TABLE 3
Properties Comparison of Related PAKE Protocols

Scheme Assumption Security SPHF UC Rounds(Flows) Client security Server security

Katz et al. [7] DDH CCA 9 • 3(3) CCA CCA
Gennaro-Lindell[8] DDH CCA GL • 3(3) CCA CCA
Jiang-Gong[16] DDH CCA&CPA GL • 3(3) CPA&CCAz CCA
Katz-Vaikuntanathan[9] LWE CCA GL • 3(3) CCA CCA
Groce-Katz[18] general CCA&CPA CS @ 3(3) CPA&CCA CCA
Katz-Vaikuntanathan [23] DLIN CCA CS @ 1(2) CCA CCA
Canetti et al. [10] DDH CCA 9 • 3(3) CCA CCA
Benhamouda et al. [29] SXDH CCA KV @ 1(2) CCA CCA
Abdalla et al. [19] general PCA&CPA GL& KV • 2(2)& 1(2) CPA PCA
Abdalla et al. [53] DDH CCA 9 • 3(3) CCA CCA
Zhang-Yu [14] LWE CPA+NIZK GL • 2(2) CCA CCA
Benhamouda et al. [15] LWE CCA KV • 1(2) CCA CCA

Our scheme LWE CCA KV • 1(2) CCA CCA

The symbol z implies that the corresponding scheme depends on two PKE schemes, one is CPA-secure and the other is CCA-secure;
The symbol 9 implies that the corresponding scheme achieves a secure PAKE without using SPHF.
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1019 of-the-art [9], [14], [15]. All these schemes have the same
1020 magnitude of hk, ph, and key, without considering the size
1021 of the pw. Furthermore, except that our PAKE protocol is
1022 round-optimal, one can observe that a significant optimiza-
1023 tion is potentially the magnitude of the ciphertext. In other
1024 words, under equivalent conditions, our protocol has a bet-
1025 ter communication complexity (i.e., Vððmþ nÞlog qÞ) than
1026 previous works [14], [23] (i.e., VððmþmnÞlog qÞ) and sup-
1027 ports a longer password.

1028 7 EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS

1029 In this section, we discuss potential extensions to the pro-
1030 posed PAKE protocol.

1031 7.1 Two-Round PAKE via Regev and MP Scheme

1032 Abdalla et al. [19] proposed a cryptographic primitive
1033 IND-PCA-secure PKE scheme, which can be used tomeet the
1034 two-round PAKE requirements. However, they presented
1035 only a generic IND-PCA-secure PKE scheme. As every
1036 IND-CCA2-secure PKE scheme is also an IND-PCA-secure
1037 PKE scheme, in this work we assume their scheme to be
1038 secure (also there is no known attack on their scheme, at
1039 the time of this research). Notably, the client needs an
1040 IND-CPA-secure PKE scheme, but the server needs an
1041 IND-PCA-secure PKE scheme. In this setting, we can follow
1042 the methodology in [19] and adopt our improved Miccianio-
1043 Peikert (i.e., labeled IND-CCA-secure) scheme to instantiate
1044 the IND-PCA-secure PKE scheme. Similarly, we use Regev’s
1045 scheme [25] as the building block, following the SPHF
1046 approach of Katz-Vaikuntanathan to design SPHF on the
1047 Regev ciphertext. Lastly, we can use it and implement the
1048 two-roundPAKE via the lattice-basedSPHF.

10497.2 UC-Secure One-Round PAKE over Lattices

1050We can also achieve UC-secure one-round PAKE protocol
1051without increasing the number of rounds. For example, simi-
1052lar to approaches in [17], [18], [23], [55] and in particular [23],
1053we can obtain the UC-secure one-round PAKE protocol over
1054lattices. Key to this is for each participant to generate, apart
1055from its encrypted message (pw) and its hash key hk, the
1056NIZK proof p that participants used to encrypt its hash key
1057hk where ProjKGðhkÞ ¼ ph. We then can formulate the ideal
1058functionality FPAKE for PAKE protocol by utilizing the
1059approach in [17].

10607.3 Potential Application: IoT Device Authentication

1061Password-based authentication is the most common way to
1062verify human users, and it has been a fundamental tool to
1063provide security guarantees, especially for IoT devices (like
1064RFID tags, smart cards, and wireless sensors) as shown in
1065Fig. 5. For example, a number of authentication schemes
1066(e.g., [56], [57]) augment passwords with what a user has
1067(e.g., phones and cards) and/or what a user is (e.g., finger-
1068prints and iris) to achieve multi-factor security for security-
1069critical applications. However, with the advent of quantum
1070computing [58], these conventional schemes that base their
1071security on assumptions such as the intractability of the inte-
1072ger factorization problem and the discrete logarithm prob-
1073lem) will be insecure. Very recently, Banerjee et al. [59] have
1074developed a novel cryptography circuit that can be used to
1075protect low-power IoT devices via lattice-based cryptogra-
1076phy in the coming age of quantum computing. Thus, this
1077necessitates the design of quantum-resistant authentication
1078schemes such as our proposed protocol.
1079We present a high-level description for our system
1080model in Fig. 6. In this model, the resource-constrained
1081IoT devices may connect to the resource-rich server (e.g.,
1082the cloud data center) via some public channel on the
1083Internet. The goal of attacker, as shown in Fig. 6, is to gain
1084access to the server. To prevent such an attacker, our one-
1085round PAKE can be used. Specifically, the client and the
1086server first share a low-entropy password pw, and then the
1087client (and the server) gets and sends the projective hash-
1088ing key phC (resp. phS), as well as the encryption of the pw
1089under the public key pkC (resp. pkS) to each other, where
1090ph is obtained by the projective key generation algorithm
1091ProjKG and the encryption of the pw is obtained via the
1092IND-CCA-secure encryption algorithm. Finally, the both
1093parties (e.g., client and server) compute the session key

TABLE 4
Performance Comparison of PAKE Protocols over Latticesy

Scheme jpwj jhkj jphj jkeyj jctj
Katz-Vaikuntanathan [9] ‘ Oðm log qÞ Oðn log qÞ OðcÞ Vðmn log qÞ

e 2 Zm
q u ¼ BT

VKe eT ½y�Uð1; pwÞT 
 y ¼ AVKðs; 1; pwÞT þ x

Zhang-Yu [14] ‘ Oðm log qÞ Oðn log qÞ OðcÞ Vðmn log qÞ
e 2 Zm

q u ¼ BTe eT ½y�Uð1; pwÞT 
 y ¼ Aðs; 1; pwÞT þ x

Benhamouda et al. [15] n‘q Oðm log qÞ Oðn log qÞ OðcÞ Vðm log qÞ
k 2 Zm

q u ¼ Auk p � h c ¼ AT
u sþ eþ ð0 j encodeðpwÞÞT

Our scheme n‘q Oðm log qÞ Oðn log qÞ OðcÞ Vðm log qÞ
y AVK ¼ ½BVK jU
; A ¼ ½B jU
;Au ¼ ½�A jhðuÞG� �AR
 2 Zn�m

q ; ‘ is random number and ‘q ¼ dlog qe ¼ Oðlog qÞ.

Fig. 5. Potential IoT device authentication.
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1095 ProjHash and Hash.

1096 8 CONCLUSION

1097 With constant advances in quantum computing, efficient (e.g.,
1098 round-optimal) quantum resistant authentication protocols
1099 are increasingly becoming a real-world necessity. The crypto-
1100 graphic primitive over lattices is one popular post-quantum
1101 cryptography. In this paper, we first revisited the methodol-
1102 ogy of KV-SPHF over lattices. Then, we designed a word-
1103 independent lattice-based SPHF (i.e., MP-SPHF) with adap-
1104 tive smoothness from the Miccianio-Peikert scheme [22], and
1105 an efficient lattice-based one-round PAKE protocol whose
1106 security is also demonstrated. Furthermore, we pointed out
1107 the potentials of constructing two-round and UC-secure one-
1108 round lattice-based PAKE protocols by combining our
1109 MP-SPHF with additional assumptions. Our PAKE protocol
1110 is particularly suitable for resource-constrained devices in
1111 an IoT environment, where communication cost is a key
1112 consideration.
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